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Ten-year-old Akimbo lives on a game preserve in Africa. His father is the head ranger, and Akimbo
is eager to help him whenever he canвЂ”even if it means getting into some pretty dangerous
situations.В In Akimbo and the Elephants, ivory poachers are killing grown elephants for their tusks
and leaving the calves to die. When the authorities fail to turn up new leads, Akimbo sets out to
save the elephants by posing as a hunter himself.
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Whispers , Dereck Joubert, Beverly Joubert, Mar 1, 2000, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Based on a
Disney feature being released in the fall of 1998, this touching story of a young elephant who loses
his family to poachers follows his fight for survival in the.

Emma Kate , , 2005, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Emma Kate and her best friend, a toy elephant,
share many activities, such as homework and soccer practice, and even have their tonsils out at
the same time!.

Akimbo and the Snakes , Alexander McCall Smith, 2007, Africa, 96 pages. Akimbo loves his life in
Africa. He loves living in the great game reserve where his father is ranger. He is able to see all
sorts of wonderful animals. But he doesn't see many.

Africa south contemporary writings , Mothobi Mutloatse, 1981, Literary Collections, 208 pages. .

Elephant run , Roland Smith, 2008, Burma, 318 pages. Nick endures servitude, beatings, and more
after his British father's plantation in Burma is invaded by the Japanese in 1941, and when his
father and others are taken prisoner.

Balarama A Royal Elephant, , 2009, Juvenile Nonfiction, 56 pages. The authors recount how the
trained elephants of southern India, in particular the one chosen to be the lead elephant in the
Mysore Dasara, are raised, cared for, and prepared.

The Last Leopard , Lauren St. John, 2008, Juvenile Fiction, 199 pages. A third prophecy, this time
involving a leopard, comes true for eleven-year-old Martine, an orphaned South African girl who
has mystical healing powers over animals, when she.

Dixie and Jumbo , Gilbert Morris, Jan 1, 1998, Juvenile Fiction, 119 pages. With her missionary
parents away in Africa, Dixie longs to make new friends until a young man arrested for theft tells
her where to find a missing circus elephant, and she must.

Akimbo and the Lions , Alexander McCall Smith, Jan 23, 2007, Juvenile Fiction, 80 pages. When
Akimbo and his park ranger father unintentionally capture a lion cub near an African game park
when they are trying to trap a lion that has been attacking cattle on nearby.

Peanut , , 2007, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. A lonely, elderly woman adopts a stray animal that she
thinks is a dog but is actually an elephant..
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Babar's Counting Book , Laurent de Brunhoff, 1986, Juvenile Fiction, 30 pages. Babar's three
children go for a walk and count what they see. Includes a royal certificate for learning to count
to twenty..

Black Tide , Caroline Carver, 2005, Fiction, 296 pages. When journalist India Kane agrees to
accompany the Greenpeace ship Sundancer in its pursuit of a whaling fleet, she has no idea what
awaits her. Buffeted by high winds and.

Forced Landing , , 1938, Blacks, 126 pages. .



New Perspectives on (Im)Politeness and Interpersonal Communication , LucГa FernГЎndez Amaya,
Maria De La O. Hernandez Lopez, 2012, Politeness, 285 pages. New Perspectives on (Im)Politeness
and Interpersonal Communication gathers eleven studies by prominent scholars, which explore
issues related to (im)politeness in human'Race' and Sport Critical Race Theory, Kevin Hylton, Aug
1, 2008, Sports & Recreation, 160 pages. Critical Race Theory provides a framework for exploring
racism in society, taking into account the role of institutions and drawing on the experiences of
those affected
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Two Hundred Years of Netherlands-American Interaction , M. J. Gertrude Reichenbach-Consten,
Abraham Noordergraaf, 1985, Netherlands, 128 pagesYusuf and Zulaikha an allegorical romance,
JДЃmД«, David Pendlebury, Dec 1, 1980, Religion, 185 pages. A romantic tale which, as sheer
gripping entertainment, bears comparison with the finest in any age or country. Described in the
Koran as "the most beautiful of stories," the Akimbo and the Elephants Alexander McCall Smith At
Freedom's Door African American Founding Fathers and Lawyers in Reconstruction South Carolina,
James L. Underwood, William Lewis Burke, Aug 1, 2000, Biography & Autobiography, 269 pages.
Recounts the forgotten histories of African Americans who helped reestablish the state government
after the Civil War This second edition of the Manual of Clinical Dialysis is a concise and well-
illustrated guide to all aspects of dialysis. All chapters have been revised and present a complete. A
hilarious satiric essay by a well-known scientist shows how contemporary intellectuals fond of
using scientific concepts in writing concepts misuse and abuse these concepts.
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Footrot Flats Gallery 3, , Jan 1, 2006, Comic books, strips, etc, 128 pages. More of the very best of
the hugely successful Kiwi icon-Footrot Flats. Selected by author and illustrator Murray Ball, these
cartoons take us back to the classic Footrot FlatsTheatre Matters Performance and Culture on the
World Stage, Richard Boon, Jane Plastow, Dec 10, 1998, Drama, 203 pages. This book focuses on
how theatre can make and has made positive political and social interventions download Akimbo
and the Elephants
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Artistic Circles Design & Decoration in the Aesthetic Movement, Charlotte Gere, Jun 1, 2010,
Design, 240 pages. During the Victorian era, artists like Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Edward Burne-
Jones, Frederic Leighton, and G.F. Watts shared not only their creative work with the public
butSomething Queer in the Wild West , Elizabeth Levy, Mordicai Gerstein, Mar 31, 1997, Juvenile
Fiction, 48 pages. While visiting her uncle's ranch in New Mexico, Gwen follows her dog Fletcher at
night to find out about the disappearance of a thoroughbred horse Akimbo and the Elephants 68
pages Rabbits & raindrops , Jim Arnosky, 1999, Family & Relationships, . Mother rabbit's five
babies hop out of her nest to nibble clover, meet grasshoppers, spiders, and bees, play tag, and
run for shelter when it rains A travel guide to Alaska, featuring suggested itineraries, discussing
cruising, and providing information on the culture and wildlife, as well as the attractions and. A
sweeping novel about a great house and its family. The Taverners had lived at Buscombe, the
mellow stone manor house in Wiltshire, for generations. They had farmed the land.
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World Economic Outlook, April 1985 A Survey, , 1985, Business & Economics, 283 pagesElements
of Military Strategy An Historical Approach, Archer Jones, Jan 1, 1996, History, 264 pages. The
focus of this book is on American military campaigns from the American Indian Wars to the War in
the Gulf. Case studies are used to illustrate the strategy behind land, sea
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The 20% Solution Using Rapid Redesign to Create Tomorrow's Organizations Today, , Nov 17,
1995, Business & Economics, 230 pages. "Today, change flashes across the landscape like
lightning. Simple, single-focus fix-it schemes no longer work, and isolated, unintegrated, one-time
improvement efforts failCommon Core Connections Math, Grade 4 , Carson-Dellosa Publishing, Sep
17, 2013, Education, 96 pages. A perfect solution to connect the Common Core Standards to
comprehension and learning! Common Core Connections series for Math and Language Arts, for
kindergarten to grade 5 download Akimbo and the Elephants Paw Prints, 2007
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Shakespeare in and Out of Africa , Jane Plastow, Martin Banham, 2013, Drama, 194 pages. A key
volume for Shakespeare, African theatre and postcolonial cultural scholars, promoting debate on
the role of Western cultural icons in contemporary postcolonial culturesMinority languages in
Central Scotland , J. Derrick McClure, 1983, Foreign Language Study, 52 pages download Akimbo
and the Elephants 2007 Pecos Bill and Slue-Foot Sue , , Sep 1, 2012, Juvenile Nonfiction, 32
pages. Relates some of the exploits of Pecos Bill, the extraordinary Texas cowboy who was raised
by coyotes, rode a mountain lion, used a rattle snake as a rope, and married the Explores the
impact of the English romantic tradition on the poetry of Yeats.
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From Prison to Paycheck What No One Ever Tells You About Getting a Job, a Step-by-step Guide,
Pam Hogan, 2007, Reference, 152 pages. The title says it all, From Prison to Paycheck is a step-by-
step guide written for job-seeking individuals who have a criminal past. This book outlines each
step of the jobGlobalization and Diversity Pearson Etext Student Access Code Card Geography of a
Changing World, Lester Rowntree, Martin Lewis, Marie Price, William Wyckoff, Jun 4, 2010,
Science, . Pearson eText gives you access to the text whenever and wherever you can access the
Internet. The eText pages look exactly like the printed text, and include powerful Serious Play ,
Bonnie Dee, Summer Devon, Apr 30, 2012, Fiction, . Luke Bailey has dreams of building homes
and putting down roots. But for a man with a rough past, finding any job isn't easy. When Mary
Scott offers him a jobвЂ”and a place to A man had an accident and in turn lost his sense of time.
The accident happened on Oct 31st 2008. You draw your conclusions, I will write mine. Do not
attempt to contact me, I.



Understanding Aphasia , Harold Goodglass, 1993, Language Arts & Disciplines, 297 pages. This is a
comprehensive, interpretive account of aphasia written to appeal to a broad audience. It combines
historical, anatomic, and psychological approaches towardGive My Heart Ease , Grace Andreacchi,
1989, Fiction, 255 pages. "A graphic, moving first novel about a beautiful young woman caught up
in a sadomasochistic love affair. An unusual and potent debut". -- Kirkus New American Writing
Award Alexander McCall Smith First Kill Your Family Child Soldiers of Uganda and the Lord's
Resistance Army, Peter Eichstaedt, Feb 1, 2009, History, 336 pages. Told through the voices of
those who have suffered, this illuminating expose examines how a forgotten region of one of
Africa's most promising nations--Uganda, dubbed the pearl Here are 13 daring and innovative tales
dealing with "skinheads, x-ray patients, whores, lovers, fetishists, and other lost souls" who
populate landscapes as diverse as ancient. A little girl makes a picture of a princess that comes to
life and is carried off by the wind. Offers guidance in reconnecting with one's spiritual source to
find direction and meaning in all areas of life.



If I Were the Moon , Sheree Fitch, 1999, Imagination Juvenile fiction, 32 pages. If I were the
moon I'd beam down my light Shine into your bedroom To warm up the night There are lots of
other things the spirited girl inIf I Were the Moonwould like to beKisses Kisses Baby-O! , Sheree
Fitch, 2008, Board books., 10 pages. From morning to night, parents take the time to kiss their
infants, in this simple story with rhyming text. On board pages
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What is Karma , Paul BruntonCatwalking A History of the Fashion Model, Harriet Quick, 1997,
Models (Persons), 174 pages. A stunningly illustrated account of fashion modeling throughout the
ages. With a wealth of photographs and graphic material, Catwalking looks at the changing role of
the
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Forced Landing , , 1938, Blacks, 126 pagesEdgar Cayce on the Reincarnation of Famous People
Mind Body Spirit, Kevin J. Todeschi, Jan 1, 1999, Philosophy, 132 pages Akimbo and the Elephants
2007 1435200322, 9781435200326 The African writers' handbook , James Gibbs, Jack Mapanje,
1999, Language Arts & Disciplines, 432 pages. African Books Collective and the Dag Hammarskjold
Foundation organised the African-Writers Publishers Seminar in Tanzania in 1998. Major African
writers and publishers hammered
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Tarzan of the Apes , Edgar Rice Burroughs, 1929, Tarzan (Fictitious character), 127 pagesThe
world of fashion , Jay Diamond, Ellen Diamond, 1997, Business & Economics, 508 pages. This well-
illustrated text is an engaging introduction to the fashion industry. It covers every aspect of
fashion, from its history and theory of design to the nuts and bolts Having Twins A Parent's Guide
to Pregnancy, Birth, and Early Childhood, Elizabeth Noble, 1980, Health & Fitness, 240 pages.
Considers the special concerns of prospective multiple-birth parents Akimbo and the Elephants
2007 Paw Prints, 2007
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Extraordinary actors essays on popular performers : studies in honor of Peter Thomson, Jane
Milling, Martin Banham, Peter Thomson, Jan 1, 2004, Drama, 256 pages. Dangerous, outrageous,
comic and committed, the extraordinary performers collected here have altered the history of
popular entertainment in America and Europe. Some haveCastle , J. Robert Lennon, Oct 19, 2010,
, 360 pages. Eric Loesch, a private man with a shadowy past, returns to his hometown in rural
New York, where he purchases a dilapidated house that he begins to renovate with steely Game
Over How Politics Has Turned the Sports World Upside Down, Dave Zirin, Jan 1, 2013, Sports &
Recreation, 240 pages. Sportscaster Howard Cosell dubbed it "rule number one of the jockocracy"
sports and politics just don't mix. But in "Game Over," celebrated alt-sportswriter Dave Zirin proves
download Akimbo and the Elephants 2007 1435200322, 9781435200326 The explosion of
information in neurogenetics and metabolism mandates increasing awareness of appropriate
diagnostic and therapeutic strategies in the setting of certain.



Developmental delay and mental retardation , Steven B. Coker, 1989, Medical, 115
pagesIntroduction to management accounting , Charles T. Horngren, Gary L. Sundem, 1990,
Business & Economics, 826 pages. No prior accounting or business knowledge is needed to
successfully complete this book. Accounting 4/E pays very careful attention to making accounting
information interesting



Common Core Language Arts 4 Today, Grade 5 Daily Skill Practice, Carson-Dellosa Publishing, May
1, 2013, Education, 96 pages. This is a perfect supplement to any classroom language arts
curriculum. The book covers 40 weeks of daily practice. It includes 4 comprehension writing
exercises a day for fourWole Soyinka : The Lion and the Jewel A Critical View, Martin Banham,
1981, Authors, Nigerian, 34 pages 1435200322, 9781435200326



The many meanings of myth , Martin Steele Day, 1984, Literary Criticism, 564 pages. No
descriptive material is available for this titleWorld Regional Geography (with Subregions) , Lydia
Mihelic Pulsipher, Alex Pulsipher, Sep 14, 2007, Science, 625 pages. Like no other textbook,
Pulsipher and PulsipherвЂ™s World Regional Geography humanizes geographical issues by
representing the lives of women, men, and children in various Lady and the Tramp , Walt Disney
Productions, 1990, Dogs, 10 pages Akimbo and the Elephants 2007
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Juggling Twins The Best Tips, Tricks, and Strategies from Pregnancy to the Toddler Years, Meghan
Regan-Loomis, 2008, FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS, 338 pages. From pregnancy to health issues, to
eating, sleeping, bathing, and leaving the house, Juggling Twins is packed with the detailed,
authoritative information that parents ofA Bull in a China Shop , Gill Munton, 2002, Children's
stories, 24 pages. Part of a series of graded readers using the highly acclaimed Superphonics
approach. 'A Bull in a China Shop' focuses on the following sounds: double consonants, e.g. 'll' as
Thomas Merton Contemplative Critic, Henri J. M. Nouwen, 1991, Religion, 158 pages. A unique
meditation on the life & writings of Thomas Merton by one of the most popular Catholic writers
today. "In reading this book one can meet for a brief moment, the living A broad overview of
power engineering, especially at lower power levels used in consumer and office equipment. --
Reviews the background technologies underlying power. (1E 1990) British orientation/discusses the
practices of attendants before birth/mortality of the mother & the child.
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Thunder Cave , Roland Smith, Apr 1, 1997, Juvenile Fiction, 256 pages. Determined, after his
mother's accidental death, to foil his stepfather's plans for his future, fourteen-year-old Jacob
travels alone to Africa in search of his father, aDeadly Playgrounds The Phenomenon of Child
Soldiers in the Philippines, Ramil AГ±osa Andag, 2005, Social Science, 172 pages download
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Over and back a picture history of transportation to Washington Island, Dick Purinton, 1990,
Transportation, 95 pagesBelgium; a market for U.S. products , Robert H. Walker, 1963, History, 50
pages Sam Plants a Sunflower A Life-The-Flat Nature Book With Real Seeds, Kate Petty, Mar 1,
1998, Gardening, 16 pages. Sam plants sunflower seeds in the spring, and with the help of
Ladybird, he cultivates them and watches them grow This second edition of a tertiary text for
accounting, business and management students studying business law has been revised and
expanded. Now includes chapters on sale of.



Cardiac Nursing , Susan L. Woods, Erika S. Sivarajan Froelicher, 2000, Medical, 916 pages. A
classic in the field of cardiac nursing, this well-recognized text and clinical reference has earned the
reputation as "The Red Reference Book" for nurses caring for patientsA Social History of Truth
Civility and Science in Seventeenth-Century England, Steven Shapin, Jun 15, 1994, History, 483
pages. Shapin explains how gentlemen-philosophers resolved varying testimony about such
phemonema as comets, icebergs, and the pressure of water by bringing to bear practical social
Alexander McCall Smith Paw Prints, 2007
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Reading Comprehension and Skills, Grade 3 , Carson-Dellosa Publishing, Dec 19, 2008, Juvenile
Nonfiction, 128 pages. Use Reading Comprehension and Skills to help students in grade 3 develop
a strong foundation of reading basics so that they will become competent readers who can
advance toYou Can Farm The Entrepreneur's Guide to Start and Succeed in a Farming Enterprise, ,
1998, Business & Economics, 480 pages. "While this book can be helpful to all farmers, it targets
the wannabes, the folks who actually entertain the notion of living, loving and learning on a piece
of land."-p. x
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Parenting a Child with Developmental Delay , Pamela Bartram, May 13, 2013, , 94 pages. This
book provides expert knowledge about the effects of development delay, coupled with facts,
figures and guidance presented in a straightforward and accessible styleSomething Special , Nicola
Moon, 1997, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Charlie can't find anything to take to school to show for
"special" day, until he remembers that he does have a new baby sister



Luxembourg - Statistical Appendix , International Monetary Fund, Sep 4, 1998, Business &
Economics, 66 pages. In recent years, the IMF has released a growing number of reports and
other documents covering economic and financial developments and trends in member countries.
Each reportJoint doctrine for civil-military operations The Edge of Surrealism A Roger Caillois
Reader, Roger Caillois, 2003, Social Science, 423 pages. The Edge of Surrealism is an essential
introduction To The writing of French social theorist Roger Caillois (1913-1978). Though his
subjects were diverse, Caillois focused on
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Violet Takes The Cake , Anne Mazer, Nov 1, 2008, Juvenile Fiction, 112 pages. Mabel and Violet
are going to be flower girls for Aunt Dolore's wedding, but scattering rose petals is not quite what
Mabel has in mindAll Kinds of People , Emma Damon, Jan 1, 1995, Dwellings, 16 pages. Lift-the-
flap illustrations present children with different appearances and interests. Suggested level: junior
Postcolonial Theory and Literature , P. Mallikarjuna Rao, Mittapalli Rajeshwar, K. Damodar Rao, Jan
1, 2003, English literature, 237 pages. This Anthology Offers New Modes Of Response In The
Theory And Practice Of Postcoloniality. While Taking Stock Of The Postcolonial Theoretical
Constructs It Stresses The Need Books for All Kinds of Readers. ReadHowYouWant offers the
widest selection of on-demand, accessible format editions on the market today. Our 7 different
sizes of EasyRead are. The Seattle police suspect Madison Lieberman's father was the serial killer
they call the "Sandpoint Strangler." Madison refuses to believe it. Her father is now dead, and all.



Running with the Devil Power, Gender, and Madness in Heavy Metal Music, Robert Walser, Apr 1,
2013, Music, 254 pages. A Choice Outstanding Academic Book. A musicologist and cultural critic as
well as a professional musician, Robert Walser offers a comprehensive musical, social, and
culturalExploring Castles download Akimbo and the Elephants 68 pages



Student Success Secrets , Eric Jensen, 2003, Education, 245 pages. Provides easy-to-follow
guidelines for succeeding in school and beyond, including note-taking, study methods, test-taking,
and resources for papers, and vocabulary buildingWives Behaving Badly , Elizabeth Buchan, Jul 6,
2006, Fiction, 368 pages. What could be sweeter than Revenge? The sequel. American readers fell
in love with Elizabeth Buchan?s Revenge of the Middle-Aged Woman. Now, with the delicious
sequel to that Akimbo and the Elephants Alexander McCall Smith 68 pages
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Readings in Language Studies, Volume 2 Language and Power, John Louis Watzke, Paul Chamness
Miller, Miguel Mantero, Dec 23, 2010, Bilingualism, 466 pages. The International Society for
Language Studies (ISLS) introduces its second volume in the series Readings in Language Studies
with Language and Power, a text that representsAlternative Energy For Dummies , Rik DeGunther,
Apr 22, 2009, Science, 384 pages. Get the truth about alternative energy and make it part of your
life Want to utilize cleaner, greener types of energy? This plain-English guide clearly explains the
popular e-Study Guide for: College Physics Volume 1 by Alan Giambattista, ISBN 9780077263126 ,
Cram101 Textbook Reviews, Jan 1, 2012, Education, 38 pages. Never Highlight a Book Again! Just
the FACTS101 study guides give the student the textbook outlines, highlights, practice quizzes and
optional access to the full practice tests



What Did You Eat T -OSI , Drew David, Aug 1, 1996, Animal nutrition, 16 pages. Shows zoo
animals with the kinds and quantities of food they eat Akimbo and the Elephants Alexander McCall
Smith 68 pages
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